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Click here to view the first YouTube clip on Nitrous Oxide
testing http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4u7fBufpQF8.

As usual we have hit the ground running with some big
changes planned in order to remain sustainable into the
future. These will all be revealed in due course and I am
excited about the future of the organisation.
We have, however, both good news and bad news to
report.
The best good news is that the Coolum Community Native
Nursery does not have to move. This is a long story, but
Sekisui House have managed a lease agreement with the
Palmer Resort to give the nursery a lease for 10 + 10
years.

The sad news is our funding for our community water
testing program has been severely cut.
I am committed to collecting water quality data to the
highest quality, however something has to give as we can't
deliver the same service for less money. If we cannot
secure an additional $10 000 for the program I will need to
start scaling back volunteering and engagement
opportunities on this important program.
Whilst writing this article the importance of this program
was further highlighted to me with one of the volunteers
spotting a pollution incident in Nambour.

We have also started a couple of projects to kick the year
off to a flying start.
Firstly is the Jewel Beetle project which is a biocontrol
program aimed at reducing infestations of cat's claw
creeper. We are targeting landowners in the Petrie Creek
catchment specifically in raising awareness of the weed
and its control.
The Catchment Services crews have also been busy
looking after council parkland and waterways whilst
supporting landowners applying landowner grants.
To keep us even busier we have tried to undertake frog
surveys at various locations at night but without any
rain the frogs weren't out like usual at this time of year.
Our days have also been occupied undertaking nitrous
oxide monitoring on a cane property. We also have a
range of new volunteers and have several university
interns with us from James Cook University to brighten the
office and we are supporting the Bunya Bunya Aboriginal
Corporation in water testing at five sites in the lower
Maroochy.
We now have our first YouTube clip and will be adding
other snippets to promote what we do to a broader
audience.

Contact 07 5476 4777
info@maroochycatchmentcentre.org.au
www.maroochycathmentcentre.org.au
Follow
us on

It was traced back to illegal discharge from the milk
factory. Without this valuable program these types of
incidences would go unnoticed.
On a brighter note, we are energised and looking forward
to 2014 and all the opportunities and challenges that will
be thrown our way.

Cerran Fawns BSc (Hons), EMBA
Chief Executive Officer

Contact 07 5476 4777
Follow us on
info@maroochycatchmentcentre.org.au
www.maroochycatchmentcentre.org.au
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Warneminde said.
“As you can imagine it would have been a major
disruption for the nursery to have to move, so we are
pleased that Sekisui House has been able to assist us
to stay where we are.”
“Coolum Community Native Nursery (CCNN)
welcomed the news that Sekisui House would help
fund the nursery’s lease for the next 20 years,
enabling the nursery to remain in its current
location within Palmer Coolum Resort.
Sekisui House worked closely with CCNN to assist
them to secure the lease with Palmer Coolum Resort,
which will be in place for the next 10 years, with an
option for CCNN to stay on there for an additional 10
years. The non-profit nursery specialises in growing
and selling native plants suited to the Sunshine Coast.
Senior Development Manager at the Coolum
Residences Evan Aldridge said the funding and lease
assistance was a demonstration of Sekisui House’
commitment to local business and community.
“CCNN provides a valuable community service, not
just to Coolum but to the broader Sunshine Coast,” Mr
Aldridge said.
“We will continue to work with CCNN on sustainable
solutions for the nursery to supplement their water
supply including exploring the addition of bore water
and increasing the capacity of their onsite water
capture and storage.”
Leigh Warneminde from CCNN said she was pleased
that the nursery would be able to remain in the same
location it had occupied for the last 5 years.
“We and our team of volunteers welcome an end to
the uncertainty regarding our location,” Ms

Cerran Fawns from CCNN also welcomed the news.
“Our customer base from across the Sunshine Coast
knows where to find us, so instead of worrying about
moving we can continue to do what we do best which
is grow and sell beautiful native plants, which are
conditioned to the coastal environment.”
CCNN is a partnership between Coolum District Coast
Care and Maroochy Waterwatch.
Mr Aldridge said The Coolum Residences was a part
of the Coolum community, and as such Sekisui House
was committed to its development obligations to
provide CCNN with suitable accommodation.
“The Coolum Residences has made several recent
sales and received strong enquiry over the last couple
of months, so the close proximity of the nursery is
ideal for new residences needing native plants
conditioned for the coastal conditions,” Mr Aldride
said.
Excerpt from media release 12 February 2014.

are going our frogging that night or not!

Janine Beddows,

Volunteer.What a giggle!

Last November we croaked loudly for volunteers to
help us monitor frogs during the upcoming wet
season. We received many replies from fellow
froggers who found the idea ribbiting!
Since then we have been getting ready with our
charged up head torches, recording devices, and
newly updated forms. But it seems the guests of
honour haven’t been invited to the party!
Despite our enthusiasm and highly organised plans,
we are still waiting for some decent rain for our froggy
friends to hop out and be seen.
After visiting each of our five sites and finding less
than expected numbers of frogs (often none!), we
have decided to post-pone monitoring until the
conditions are right.
The Frog Monitoring program has been extended to
run to the end of March.
Our fabulous volunteers have been good humoured
and dedicated to the program, and are even willing to
wait for a last minute text message to confirm if they

At the time of going to print we have finally been blessed with
some decent rain…..go the frogs! Ed.
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Sunshine coast for $12.50 door–to-door.
Over 4 trillion kilograms of waste is sent to landfill
each year – sadly, much of it made up of useful items
like clothes, toys and books. However, this material
does not have to be wasted!

Sunshine Coast residents can also have items
delivered to and from anywhere in Australia.
TuShare aims to build the world’s largest sharing

‘TuShare’ is a fantastic and innovative new concept
focussed on cutting back the material sent to landfills.
Operating on the principle of sharing, TuShare allows
you to share items that you no longer want or need
with those who do. You can also search for items that
you want and receive them for free! You do not have
to pay for the items on this site – it is purely based
around sharing.
Thousands of items are available on TuShare, ranging
from clothes, to toys, to electronics, to books, and so
much more that people are happy to give away.
ABC’s New Inventors judge and former CSIRO
executive director James Bradfield Moody and Kohei
Nishimiya (named one of Fast Company’s 100 most
creative people in business) have developed TuShare
to tap into everyone’s natural sense of generosity.

"Sharing the stuff we no longer need with others is
great. It saves money, reduces clutter and is good for
the planet,” said Moody. “We believe that the easier it
is to share, the more people will do it. That's why we
created TuShare which makes giving items away safe
and easy."

community and if this dream is realised, TuShare
could be a major part of a sustainable future by
helping to reduce the waste sent to landfills.
Maroochy Waterwatch Inc encourages everyone who
has something they no longer need or use to consider
tapping into TuShare at www.tushare.com and play
their part in creating a sustainable future.

With TuShare you can ship anything up to 25kg (that
can fit in a box someone can lift) anywhere on the

Sandy and Reece

Aboriginal girl named Maroochy was loved by another
of her tribe, Coolum, a young warrior, whose union to
Maroochy had the approval of the Elders.

When Ninderry caught sight of them he three a huge
nulla (club) at Coolum.
The nulla knocked off
Coolum’s head with rolled into the sea and became
Mudjimba Island. Coolum’s headless body turned into
stone and became Mt Coolum. Incensed, Beeral, the
Spirit God, turned Ninderry into stone and he became
Ninderry.At the loss of her beloved
Coolum, Maroochy fled to the Blackall
Ranges where she wept so much that
her tears flowed down and became the
Maroochy River.

One day a mighty warrior named Ninderry, from a
fierce warlike tribe, stole Maroochy while Coolum was
out hunting. When Coolum returned he set off in
pursuit, he caught up with Ninderry and
Maroochy before sundown.
However fearing to demand Maroochy’s
return from such a fierce warrior as
custom decreed, Coolum decided to use a
trick. During the night he crept up to the
camp where Ninderry lay sleeping and
quietly freed Maroochy and they fled back
to their Tribe’s territory on the coast.
When the sun rose the next morning
Ninderrry discovering Maroochy’s escape
flew into a rage and immediately set out after the
fleeing lovers.

Many years ago, in the Dreamtime, a beautiful

Eventually Maroochy wanting to find
Coolum’s spirit changed herself into a
swan. She still goes up and down the
river and flies to swamps and lakes in her
search, so do her children and their
children.
This beauty came to visit me last week...there seems to be
an increase in numbers in Maroochydore this summer we
have had up to six swans at a time in the canal. Ed.

This newsletter is proudly brought to you by:
Maroochy Waterwatch Inc. Donaldson Rd, (Behind Uniting Church) PO Box 311 Nambour Qld 4560
Queensland Environmental Sustainable Schools Initiative
Maroochy Catchment Services
ECOllaboration
Coolum Community Native Nursery 157 Warran Rd, Yaroomba Q 4573
Printing of the newsletter is supported by: Sunshine Coast Council
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Agriculture, Fisheries
and Forestry has
shown promise.
The Jewel Beetle is
a
host-specific
biological
control,
meaning
that
it
chooses only to eat
Cat’s Claw Creeper.
This means that
there is no risk of
these
beetles
becoming the next
Cane Toad!

Native to tropical America, the Cat’s
Claw Creeper is an aggressive vine
that completely smothers vegetation,
even climbing up and over trees. In
addition to it blocking out sunlight, the
Cat’s Claw Creeper also changes soil
chemistry – making it very difficult for
other plants to survive.
The Cat’s Claw Creeper is a large vine
with bright yellow, bell-shaped flowers
that bloom in Spring or early Summer.
This plant is distinguished by its threeclawed tendril (the Cat’s Claw) that
grows between each pair of leaves. It
has very long, narrow and flat pods
that contain many seeds.
This vine is a declared pest and is
very difficult to exterminate. They are
ordinarily removed by hand or by
using herbicides, but due to the
presence of underground ‘tubers’, the
plant
can
easily
regrow.

Jewel
Beetles
severely
damage
the pest, and have
been in action in
infested areas since
September 2012.
There
are
over
1200 species of
Jewel
Beetle
around the world.
These
species
range from between
3mm and 75mm,
and are often brightly coloured. Some species
have a metallic
sheen that makes
them popular with
collectors.
Written by Reece and
Amber Jayde
Photos: Biosecurity Qld.

However, the growing of the leafmining Jewel Beetle Hylaeogena
jureceki by the Department of

Workshop Details: Landholders within the Maroochy Catchment will have an opportunity to join industry
professionals on an ecosystem survey to gain skills in riparian management during a field day being run by
Maroochy Waterwatch. There are a variety of control methods available for managing riparian zones and this
workshop aims to help you identify what’s best for your patch. We aim for participants to leave with a better
understanding of when weed control is appropriate, the best time to undertake control, and what can be done to
maximise native regeneration at your site. Hetti Malone Natural Area Manager
Event

Riparian Weed Management Workshop (Numbers are limited)

When

8.30am—11.30 28th April 2014

Where

Whalley Creek, Nambour.

Contact

Hetti Malone (07) 54 764 777 or hetti@maroochycatchmentcentre.org.au

Workshop is supported by SEQ Catchments through the Queensland State Government.
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WE ASSESS IT

WE DIG IT

WE BAG IT

In late October 2013, Maroochy Catchment Services took part in the restoration
work along a 1.2km strip of the previously washed out Maroochydore and
Alexandra Beach foreshore. In an effort to help return it to it’s former beauty,
several cubic meters of sand was moved and shaped in preparation for laying the
mesh fiber netting. Working across the contours of the dune we ran out 50m strips
of netting at a time and anchored it with sand bags at intervals. Then it was just a
matter of rinse and repeat, all in time for the ‘Shore up the Beach’ community
planting day. Thanks to the Sunshine Coast council and hundreds of volunteers,
this foreshore now has a shot of restoring itself with vegetation.
Other erosion control techniques adopted in the restoration work on this precious
foreshore included brush matting and Spinifex direct planting and seeding. Brush
matting involved the spreading of several truck loads of branches and twigs in an
effort to trap the sand blown across the dunes enough for it to build up. The
Spinifex cuttings were dug approximately 50-80cm into the sand at intervals and
the seed was scattered throughout the brush matting.

WE LAY IT

Over the coming months while the dunes slowly recover the different methods will
be monitored along with the potential impact of storms and pedestrian traffic.
These sandy systems are highly susceptible to impact and the more we can do to
protect them, the better chance they’ll have of supporting flora and fauna in the
future. So when trotting down to the beach to enjoy a wave or just the spectacular
view, stay off the dunes and help us keep this natural beauty we all enjoy so
much.
Cheers

Hetti Malone
Natural Area Manager
WE FINISH IT!
Photos courtesy of the MCS team.
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Reduction in vegetation biomass also includes any seed with an estimate of less
than 10% of viable seed making it through the small ruminant system (Institute of
Natural Resources. Massey University, PB 11-222; Palmerston North, NZ).
Goats aren’t just built for landscapes that consist of large boulders, loose soil and
deep gullies– they thrive in them.
Goats have a natural ability to browse harsh, weed-infested landscape with ease and
agility.
They are light in weight and do not browse vegetation right down to the ground. This
means the goats leave an organic layer and structural roots in place, which
minimises surface soil erosion.
Fire protection and mitigation is also evident in the reduction of fuel mass.
Goats will relentlessly browse and knock down the vegetation, whereas Bush
Regenerators could lose momentum if required to work on the same tough site 10
days consecutively.

“friendly and cute, the

Details for 1000m2
Cost
Time
Initial Biomass reduced
Weed Seed reduction
Herbicide application
Weed Reshooting

goats provide a solution
to weed management in
tough areas that could
otherwise cost a fortune
to manage manually or
mechanically”
- Hetti

Malone

Natural Area Manager

Goats
$ 900
1 day
90%
Yes
No
100%

Bush Regenerators
$ 2, 100
2 days
0%
No
Yes
10%

With the sub-tropical landscape came a variety of operational risks that are not
conducive to goat operational logistics:



Will livestock guardian dogs be an issue for neighbours; as barking during the
night provides 24hr predator protection for the goats?



Follow up work is essential in successful landscape management (Maroochy
Waterwatch can provide professional advice and solutions)



Identifying goat yard location is essential to the grazing project; provides a
safe home from predators and a recognizable refuge for the goats.



Keeping the goats where you want; if you don’t have a usable fence for
electro netting, could one be installed?

This information or data is provided on a general basis only. You should seek specific or appropriate advice in relation to this information or data before taking
any action based on its contents. So far as permitted by law, Maroochy Waterwatch Inc. makes no warranty in relation to this information or data.
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Maroochy Waterwatch were engaged by SEQ
Catchments to be involved in the Carbon Farming
Initiative Project, Enhanced Compost Project. The
three-year SunCoast Enhanced Compost Project was
designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
diverting organics from municipal landfill for
composting and application with/without a biological
nitrogen enhancer to cane, macadamia and olives, in
an effort to demonstrate increased soil carbon and
reduced need for synthetic fertlisers and possibly
reduction in nitrous oxide emissions.

View the great video Jacqui and her gang have
uploaded to “Youtube” Nitrous Oxide Emission Soil
Sampling Procedure.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4u7fBufpQF8

The Nitrous Oxide emission measurement was
undertaken on the small plot replicated trials on cane
at Petersens’ farm, on the Maroochy River.
The project is to gauge the comparative nitrous oxide
emissions from treatments using an approved
methodology. Maroochy Waterwatch undertook the
manual field sampling component of the project over
the summer following compost and fertiliser.
It was an interesting project to be involved in and it
had our team working in some extreme conditions.
During January and February we were exposed to
temperatures of over 40 degrees in the sheltered
cane rows, on other days we really should have worn
wetsuits as the moisture from the plants as well as
overhead rain drenched us to the bone. The cane
plants themselves are covered in fine silicon hairs and
have razor sharp edges so as the plants matured to
above head height, we needed not only to protect our
hands but also our faces, with some staff being
affected with hayfever and migraines from the
airborne silicone particles. The results from the

The Petersen’s cane farm on the South Maroochy River

Jacqui navigating through the silicone particles

sampling were analysed in a laboratory in Brisbane
and the final report will be made available to us. For
those staff and volunteers who spent dozens of hours
collecting data, the results will be of great interest.

Damian Extracting gas from sample chamber
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Well, “Hello Mr. Policeman” We always have a lounge
suite onboard for the crews comfort. The boys in blue
probably thought “we will give these wallies a bit of a
We are still here and operating successfully after hard time”. But when they saw “Waterwatch” on the
SEVEN YEARS under the Maroochy Waterwatch side of the boat it was laughs all round, and a few
photos for the boys back in the office. Their amazement
banner. And with most of the original crew members.
at what we collect made their day and ours.
See you out on the river.
The dedication and persistence shown by these folk
through all types of weather conditions and difficult
terrain is a credit to their willingness to contribute to a
cleaner environment. The term “silent achievers” comes
to mind as they deserve many accolades for their
efforts.
I would like to especially acknowledge Capt’n Clemo
who stood in for me while I had a four month sabbatical
from River Patrol and who kept the ship afloat, so to I am a Brazilian living in Australia as a Permanent
speak, plus the diligent way the crews continued their Resident. Before moving to Australia I completed a
bachelor in Environmental Science and Honours in
rostered days on the water.
Now I have chalked up some brownie points, let’s talk Ecology.
about the job at hand. It never ceases to amaze me that
for the period we have been operating, the quantity and
volume of litter collected varies only marginally from
year to year. Disappointing to say the least. We
continue to have peaks and troughs according to the
time of year (school holidays, long weekends, Easter,
etc) and “favorite” areas where we regularly collect
refuse. Of interest though is the increase in larger items
like lounge suites, televisions, and furniture that are
obviously easier to toss in the river than pay dump fees.
What would the local rivers look like if we were not out
there?
Not a pretty place I would imagine. I often think of
several years ago when we were on Fraser Island and
collected four ute loads of junk from 500 meters of
beach.
To compound the situation I have noticed an increase
of rubbish beside the main arterial roads in our area
that appear to be collected only on an irregular basis, if
at all.
Eventually all this ends up in our local waterways!
I decided to undertake a Master degree in
Plastics, foam, building materials and the like take Environmental Earth Science at James Cook University
years to break down, an instance being only last year to specialise my skills and gain Australia-specific
where I found a black plastic bag buried in the mud knowledge. As my last subject I chose to do a
bank with the date 14-09-94 stamped on it. Twenty professional placement at Maroochy Waterwatch to
years and still not degraded!
gain experience and hopefully lead to a future career
How we reduce the volume of litter is a mystery to me within the Sunshine Coast Region. I am very easy going
as there have been many campaigns over the years but at the same time sincerely committed to our
making us aware of our actions yet the problem environment. I like bush walking, photography and
continues. But fortunately our River Patrol boys are out cooking. I would like to say thank you to all members of
there every day “doing their bit”.
the Maroochy Waterwatch for the amazing experience
Finally to end on a brighter note. The lads were and warm reception, especially to Cerran Fawns for the
an
returning to the boat ramp proudly displaying a very opportunity and Jacqui Smythe for being
large lounge suite on the bow of the “Garbo”, the results astonishing mentor.
of a trip to near Twin Waters. Two speeding jet skis
were converging not giving much room to maneuver, A warm welcome to Marcelo Atique who has already proved a
very accomplished team player.
better slow down to let them pass, we thought

YES!!!

Admiral Glenn

DISCLAIMER:
Views and opinions expressed by individuals in this newsletter are those of the individual concerned.
This edition is printed on 100% RECYCLED paper and can be recycled again through your local waste paper collection service.

